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1. Original research articles written in Indonesian or English which have been published previously. 

2. The article is typed in MS Word version 6 with Times New Roman font 11, single space, maximal 12 

pages with margin 2.5 cm from top, bottom, right and left (A4 paper sources) and saved into a CD or 

DVD or e-mail. 

3. Manuscript styles 

       Research Articles: 

       Title: simple, typed in capital word except for scientific or latin names in italic. Name of  author is     

written without title (example: I.B. Putra Manuaba) and if author more than one, first author should 

state first follow by others. Author Affiliation: Address of Department (example: Chemistry 

Department, FMIPA, Udayana University, Bukit Jimbaran). In general, the contents should comprise 

of Abstract both in Indonesian and English with maximum 250 words accompanied by 3-5 keywords, 

Introduction, Material and Methods, Results and Discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgement 

and References 

4. All illustrations including figures, charts, and graph must be labeled (in the bottom), numbered (1, 2, 3 

etc), and supplied on the text, not as an attachment. The desired placement in the text should be clearly 

indicated. These illustrations should be referred to and numbered serial, as figures. 

5. References on the text should be denoted by giving the name (s) of the author(s) and year of 

publication as in references list (example: Antitumor activity of sponge extract (Swantara, 2015). All 

alphabetically ordered references list should be included at the end of the manuscript. All references 

cited on the text must appear in the references list. 
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Procedures for submitting article 

1. Journal of Chemistry accepts article from outside Chemistry Department, FMIPA, Udayana University 

2. Article and CD can be sent directly to editorial offices or email to:jurnalkimiaunud@gmail.com which 

must follow article submission guideline  and manuscript styles that have been stated. 

3. Editorial chief will distribute the articles to editor for peer review based on the topic of article. 

4. Article without need any revision will be published directly 

5. Article with need any revision will resend to author to be revised.  The revised article can send back to 

Journal of Chemistry editorial  with stated any revision that has been made 

6. The editorial is not responsible for the article content  


